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ABSTRACT

Big data and machine learning are poised to revolutionize the field of artificial intelligence and represent a step towards building an intelligent society. Big data is considered to be the key to unlocking the next great waves of growth in productivity, the value of data is realized through machine learning.

In this survey, we begin with an introduction to the general field of data pricing and distributed machine learning then progress to the main streams of data pricing and mechanism design methods. Our survey will cover several current areas of research within the field of data pricing, including the incentive mechanism design for federated learning, reinforcement learning, auction, crowdsourcing, and blockchain, especially, focus on reward function for machine learning and payment scheme. In parallel, we highlight the pricing scheme in data transactions, focusing on data evaluation via distributed machine learning. To conclude, we discuss some research challenges and future directions of data pricing for machine learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, we live in the era of mobile Internet, big data and artificial intelligence, these technologies are changing our lives.

In the era of the mobile Internet, especially the coming 5G and the Internet of Things, which is more open and more connected. In this scenario, the data which distributed the different edging nodes is exploding exponentially, these data belong to the different organizations and individuals. Data collection and data value become more important for economic and social activities.

According to the report of the Forbes, the worldwide Big Data market revenues for software and services are projected to increase from $42B (Billion) in 2018 to $103B in 2027, attaining a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 10.48%. As a part of this forecast, Wikibon estimates the Worldwide Big Data market is growing at an 11.4% CAGR between 2017 and 2027, growing from $35B to $103B, as illustrated in figure 1. At the same time, artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming economies and societies, changing the way we communicated and work. As the machine learning models are growing larger and more complex, it requires a variety of data, which is heterogeneous. How to effectively process data while protecting privacy is a huge challenge in the field of machine learning for academic and industrial circles.
So, in the age of data-driven technologies, data pricing or incentive is an important topic between data consumers and data owners for machine learning. One of the central questions in machine learning deals with pricing or rewarding the behavior of data providers. In addition to the perspective of the AI, data pricing would be key to support the setup as well as to sustain a good ecosystem for data markets.

The remainder of this survey is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly introduce the basic concept related to data pricing for machine learning and the research progress of data pricing. In section 3, we review the mechanism design in artificial intelligence. In section 4, we review the pricing mechanism in the data transaction. In section 5, we discuss the challenges and future directions. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 6.

2. DATA PRICING

In this section, we review some research progress of data pricing.

2.1. Data Market

The amount of collected data in our world has been exploding due to a number of new applications, especially mobile applications and the Internet of Things-based smart systems. With the exponential growth of data, how to efficiently utilize the data becomes a critical issue. This calls for the development of a big data platform that enables efficient data utilization between data providers and data consumers (Machine learning) [15]. In the data market, three agents are involved, namely, the seller who provides the datasets, the buyer who is interested in buying ML models, and the market who interacts between the seller and buyer. In data markets, how to verify whether the service provider has truthfully collected and processed data becomes a pressing problem for the data consumer. Niu et al. [20] proposed the first secure mechanism TPDM (integrating Truthfulness and Privacy preservation in Data Markets) for personal data markets, achieving both truthfulness and privacy preservation.

The Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged as a new paradigm for the future Internet. In IoT, devices are connected to the Internet and thus are a huge data source for numerous applications. In [22], Niyato et al. focused on addressing data management in IoT through using a smart data pricing approach and proposed a new pricing scheme for IoT service providers to determine the sensing data buying price and IoT service subscription fee offered to sensor owners and service user.
In [21], the authors introduced a big data market model, which is composed of a data source, a service provider, and consumer, and proposed utility functions of data when the data is used in big data analytics. Based on the data utility functions, the authors developed an optimal pricing scheme that allows the service provider to determine the amount of data to be acquired to provide services to users. Additionally, the authors showed the Stackelberg game can be model the strategy of the data source to achieve the maximum profit.

2.2. Categories of the Data Pricing Models

There are two pricing models according to the different principles. The traditional models are economic-based pricing, which establishes the price strategies based on classic economic theory. The second model is game theory-based pricing, which is the dynamic price in competitive scenarios [17].

The game theory finds nowadays a broad range of applications in engineering and machine learning. The Game theory being a mathematical tool to analyze strategic interactions between rational decision-makers, in this survey, we review the usage of Game Theory in different machine learning settings involving usage of large amounts of data[23]. The goal is to provide an overview of the use of game theory in different applications that rely extensively on big data.

In the traditional data markets, Muschalle et al. [18] listed the six main categories of pricing models.

- **Free** data can be obtained from public authorities.
- **Usage-Based prices** correspond to the human rationality that every single unit of a commodity raises the total amount of money to pay for.
- **Package pricing** refers to a pricing model that offers a customer a certain amount of data for a fixed fee.
- **Flat fee tariff** is one of the simplest pricing models with minimal transaction costs. It is based on time as the only parameter.
- **Two-Part Tariff** is a combination of package pricing and flat pricing strategies.
- **Fremium** is another approach of pricing data and algorithms on marketplaces. The idea is to let users join and use basic services for free and charge them for premium services that provide additional value to customers.

On the other hand, Raskar et al. [24] proposed a thorough data pricing strategy that needs to adhere to the following guiding principles.

- **Liquidity**: models freshness of data in terms of value vs diminished/increase value over time.
- **Traceability**: can be only ’sold’ once, or sold non-exclusively.
- **Consent**: maintains the privacy of the owner, tracks consent over time, and reduces.
- **Neutrality**: accessible to all buyers to prevent unfair trading practices.
- **Resource**: allows for calling back, providers right to be forgotten, allows for some course correction, broadly remains self-sustaining.

2.3. Data Pricing for Private Data

Personal data has value to both its owner and to institutions. Li et al. [13] introduced a framework for selling private data. Buyers can purchase any liner query, with any amount of perturbation, and need to pay accordingly. Data owners, in turn, are compensated according to the privacy loss they incur for each query. Moreover, with the help of comparative analysis of existing data pricing models and strategies, Shen et al. [29] proposed a pricing model for Big Data based on tuple granularity, which includes information entropy, weight value, data reference index, cost, and credit rating.


3. Mechanism Design in AI

Mechanism design is a field in economics and game theory that takes an engineering approach to design economic mechanisms or incentives, toward desired objectives, in strategic settings, where players act rationally. Because it starts at the end of the game, then goes backward, it is also called reverse game theory. Mechanism design studies solution concepts for a class of private-information games.

In this section, we review state-of-the-art research works on the application of the Mechanism design.

3.1. Incentive Mechanism in Federated Learning

Today’s artificial intelligence still faces two major challenges. One is that, in most industries, data exists in the form of isolated islands. The other is how to price data value in the different organizations. Most existing data pricing methods are very ineffective and unavailable for training Machine learning models when we cannot directly access the training dataset. The Federated Learning (FL) [11] first proposed by Google in 2016, which is a possible solution to these challenges. Next, we will make a brief introduction to distributed machine learning and federated learning.

Distributed machine learning commonly refers to multi-node machine learning algorithms and architecture, which are designed to improve performance, increase accuracy, and adapt to bigger train dataset or models. The architecture of the distributed machine learning is shown in Fig 2.

- Data/Model aggregation
- Single machine/model optimization
- Submodel/Local Data
- Data/Model partition

![Figure 2. Distributed machine learning architecture](image)

Federated Learning is a distributed machine learning approach that enables model training on a large corpus of decentralized data [2]. Federated Machine learning (FML) [34] creates an ecosystem for multiple parties to collaborate on the building models while protecting data privacy for the participants. Instead of transferring data directly into a centralized data warehouse for building machine learning models, Federated Learning allows each party to own the data in its place and still enables all parties to build a machine learning model together. This method stands in contrast to the traditional centralized machine learning approach where all data samples are uploaded to one data center.
To fully commercialize federated learning among different organizations, a fair platform, and incentive mechanism needs to be developed. After the model simulations built, the performance of the model will be manifested in the actual application. This performance can be recorded in a permanent data recording mechanism. Organizations that provide more data will be better off, and the model’s effectiveness depends on the data provider’s contribution to the system. The effectiveness of these models is distributed to parties based on the federated mechanism and continue to motivate more organizations to join the data federation [37].

Currently, federated learning is an emerging machine learning technique, most of the existing studies mainly focus on optimizing federated learning algorithms to improve model training performance, data privacy, and security. However, incentive mechanisms to motivate mobile edging smart devices to join model training have been largely overlooked. Edging devices suffer from considerable overhead in terms of computation and communication during the federated mode learning process. Without a well-designed incentive, self-interested mobile devices will be unwilling to join federated learning tasks. In [10], Kang et al. adopted the contract theory to design an effective incentive mechanism for simulating mobile devices with high-quality data participate in federated learning.

3.2. Incentive Mechanism in Reinforcement Learning

The design of reward functions in reinforcement learning (RL) is a human skill that comes with experience. Unfortunately, there is not any methodology in the literature that could guide a human to design the reward function. In [4], Clayton et al. used systematic instructional Design, an approach in human education, to engineer a machine education methodology to design reward functions for reinforcement learning. The methodology can guide the design of hierarchy learning incrementally through a multi-part reward function. The hierarchy acts as a decision fusion function that combines the individual behaviors and skill learn by each instruction to create a smart shepherd to control the swarm.

3.3. Mechanism Design in Auction

Auctions are protocols to allocate goods to buyers who have preferences over them and collect payments in return. Economists have invested significant effort in designing auction rules that result in allocations of the goods that are desirable for the group as a whole. Mechanism design is a field in economics that deals with setting incentives and interaction rules among self-interested agent samples to achieve desired objects for the group as a whole. In [33], Teerapittayanon et al. proposed a deep learning-based approach to automatically design auctions in a wide variety of domains, shifting the design work from human to machine. On the other hand, considering the traditional markets, it is extremely difficult for e-commerce companies to adjust prices when they receive more information from consumers. Shen et al. [28] proposed a reinforcement mechanism design [32] to tackle the dynamic pricing problem in sponsored Search auctions.

3.4. Mechanism Design in Crowdsourcing

An interesting recent scenario of inaccurate supervision occurs with crowdsourcing, a popular paradigm to outsource work to the individual. For machine learning, crowdsourcing is commonly used as a cost-saving way to collect labels for training data. The ability to quickly collect large-scale and high labeled datasets is crucial for Machine Learning. In online crowdsourcing, designing optimal pricing policies and determining the right monetary incentives is central to maximizing the requester’s utility and workers’ profit. To address these questions, regret minimization mechanisms are presented, which combine procurement auctions and multi-armed
bandits [30]. Considering existing mechanisms are often developed as a one-shot static solution, assuming a certain level of knowledge about worker models. In [6], a reinforcement incentive learning (RIL) method was proposed, to uncover how workers respond to different payments. RIL dynamically determines the payment without accessing any ground truth labels, and RIL can incentive rational workers to provide high-quality labeled. Designing an effective Crowdsourcing protocol is important. In [26], a ‘double or nothing’ incentive-compatible mechanism is proposed to ensure workers behave honesty based on their self-confidence; this protocol is provable to avoid spammers from the crowd, under the assumption that every worker wants to maximize their expected payment. In [40, 39, 41, 42, 44, 43], Zheng et al. the authors leverage the tools of game theory and mechanism design to analyze the interaction of rational and selfish mobile users, then design efficient incentive mechanisms for four classical and representative applications in mobile Internet: dynamic spectrum redistribution, mobile crowdsensing, data marketplace, and cloud bandwidth management, to stimulate selfish mobile users to cooperate, achieving a win-win situation.

With the rapid growth of smart IoT devices, a mobile crowd-sensing is becoming an important paradigm to acquire information from the physical environment. However, it is challenging to estimate the data quality without the availability of ground truth data. Liu et al. [16] proposed a context-aware data quality estimation in an online manner. Zheng et al. [43] presented the first architecture of the mobile crowd-sensed data market, and conduct an in-depth study of the design problem of online data pricing. A novel online query-based crowd-sensed data pricing mechanism was proposed to determine the trading price of crowd-sensed data.

To improve the efficiency and utility of mobile Crowdsourcing system, Wang et al. [35] proposed an incentive mechanism that selects the worker candidates statically, and then dynamically selects winners after bidding. The proposed incentive mechanism includes two algorithms which are an improved two-stage auction algorithm and a truthful online reputation updating algorithm.

3.5. Reward Mechanism in Blockchain

In traditional blockchain [19], proof-of-work (PoW) incentivizes people to participate in the consensus protocol for a reward. Teerapittayanon et al. [33] introduced DaiMoN, a decentralized artificial intelligence model Network, which incentivizes peer collaboration in improving the accuracy of machine learning models. It is an autonomous Network where peers may submit models with improved accuracy and other peers may verify the accuracy improvement. DaiMoN rewards these contributing peers with cryptographic tokens by using a novel learnable Distance Embedding for Labels (DFL) function.

As the core issue of blockchain, mining requires solving a proof-of-work puzzle, which is resource expensive to implement in mobile devices due to the high computing power needed. Thus, the development of blockchain in the mobile application is restricted. To support offloading from mobile blockchain mining, an optimal pricing-based edge computing resource management approach was proposed. In [36], a two-stage Stackelberg game was adopted to jointly maximize the profit of Edge computing service Provider (ESP) and the individual utilities of different miners.

4. Pricing Mechanism in Data Transactions

This section reviews some research progress of data pricing, focusing on two types of data pricing: data-based pricing and model-based pricing.
4.1. Data-based Pricing

Most online markets are characterized by competitive settings and limited demand information. Due to the complexity of such markets, efficient pricing strategies are hard to derive. Schlosser et al. [25] analyzed stochastic dynamic pricing models in competitive markets with multiple offer dimensions, such as price, quality, and rating. Yu et al. [38] presented a bi-level mathematical programming model for the data-pricing problem that considers both data quality and data versioning strategies and a genetic algorithm was used to solve the model.

4.2. Machine-learning-based Pricing

Currently, there are two main solutions to train the machine learning model in the literature. The first is the traditional machine learning modeling method, which collects local data and uploads to the data center and then trains the machine learning model, namely centralized machine learning. The second is the distributed machine learning method, as known as decentralized machine learning. The data is at the edge node. The submodel is trained at the edge nodes and then the submodel is assembled in the central server. Moreover, collecting data through the data market and crowdsourcing is an effective method for centralized machine learning, however, decentralized machine learning is realized through blockchain or federated learning. The methods of machine learning modeling are shown in figure 3. Regardless of the way, how to do data incentives or pricing is the core and key issue for solving machine learning.

Figure 3. Methods of machine learning modeling

Data analytics using machine learning (ML) has become ubiquitous in science and engineering domain. While a lot of work focuses on reducing the training cost and storage cost of ML models, little work studies how to reduce the cost of data acquisition. Especially in the age of the Internet, data is increasingly concentrated in large firms; in the era of the Internet of things, tremendous sensor data distributed in the edging smart devices. For startups, small organizations, and institutes it is increasingly difficult to compete as the lack of availability of data can stymie any and all efforts to build a better machine-learning algorithm. Algorithm capability indeed increases with the availability and quality of the data. One way to tackle this is the marketplace approach. By creating conditions such that data, the raw material for Artificial Intelligence, can be bought and sold with security, privacy, and consent safeguard. Koutris et al. [12] proposed a framework for pricing data on the Internet that, given the price of a few views, allows the prices of any query to be derived automatically, and proposed a generalized chain queries and obtain the price by computing the time complexity of the query. Chen et al. [3] proposed a model-based pricing (MBP) framework, which instead of pricing the data, directly prices model instance. The price should depend on the accuracy of the model purchased, and not the underlying datasets.
The Shapley value [27], which is originated from coalitional game theory with proven theoretical properties, provides an effective approach to distribute contribution among features in a fair way by assigning to each feature a number which denotes its influence.

In data Markets, a fundamental challenge is how to quantify the value of data in algorithm predictions and decisions. Ghorbani et al. [5] developed a principle framework to address data valuation in the context of Supervised machine learning. Given a learning algorithm trained on \( n \) data points to produce a predictor, data Shapley was proposed to quantify the value of each training datum to the predictor performance. Although, cooperative game theory suggests as a unique way to distribute payment to data contributors such that some important theoretical properties are satisfied-data Shapley value uniquely satisfies several natural properties of equitable data valuation. Unfortunately, computing Shapley Value exactly is prohibitively expensive, therefore authors developed a sampling-based approximation algorithm-Truncated Monte Carlo Shapley. Besides, “How much is my data worth?” is an increasingly common question posed by organizations and individuals. To solve this question of fairly distributing profits among multiple data contributors, Jia et al. [9] studied the problem of data valuation by utilizing the Shapley Value, a popular notion of value that originated in cooperative game theory. In [8], jia et al. categorized firstly a data valuation problem according to whether data contributors are valued in tandem with a data analyst; where each data contributor provides a single data instance or multiple ones; whether the underlying ML model is a weighted KNN or unweighted; and whether the model solves a regression or a classification task. Then introduced two game-theoretical models for distributing the gains from an ML model and would like to understand how the shares of the analyst and the data contributors differ in the two models.

5. **CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

This section discusses some research challenges and future directions of data pricing, focusing on Machine-learning-based pricing.

5.1. Challenges

Currently, the biggest challenge in the data trading market is the lack of a unified pricing benchmark, especially for machine learning, so all kinds of data trading mechanisms are not available in practice. To solve the biggest problem, the pricing benchmark of the dataset is essential, such as MNIST, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet et al.

Another challenge is how to design an efficient and appropriate incentive mechanism for decentralized machine learning. Thanks to the incentive mechanism on distributed machine learning are still in its early stages and despite the apparent opportunities it offers both federated learning and other machine learning, there exist several critical challenges in data pricing. First of all, data pricing methods are hard to evaluate empirically because it is difficult to distinguish the error of the model from the error of the data method explaining the machine learning model. Besides, for this reason, the state-of-the-art data pricing methods are often qualitative, based on the contributions of the produced machine learning model. To develop better quantitative data pricing methods for the evaluation of data value, we will need to define the goal that an ideal data pricing method should achieve, in terms of different methods that might be suitable for different machine learning tasks.

5.2. Futures Research Directions

Currently, due to slightly different data pricing formulations, lack of definition of the utility function for the variety of existing Machine learning models and no common benchmark,
comprehensive data pricing is not available. Besides, the data pricing issues of the key task on distributed machine learning over time have not been completely addressed in the literature. However, in the machine learning scenario, using game theory and mechanism design tools will be an effective way to solve the data pricing problem. So, the research about data pricing for machine learning is still one of the research focuses on the field of artificial intelligence and big data. Moreover, understanding why complex Machine Learning Model makes a precise prediction can be as crucial as the big data value in many applications.

A research solution of data pricing based on federated learning as illustrated in figure 4.

![Figure 4. Overview of the data pricing based FL](image)

For centralized machine learning settings, gradient-based attribution methods [1] can be used to explain deep neural networks (DNN) and to evaluate data value, including global attribution methods and local attribution methods. A model aggregating with attention mechanism [7] maybe be used to evaluate the client data value by computing the contribution of distributed client models to the global model during server aggregation. Considering heterogeneous federated learning, use transfer learning and knowledge distillation [14] to develop a universal data pricing framework for distributed machine learning, which enables each participant can gain rewards through owning their private data. Exploring the transferability between heterogeneous [31] datasets sheds light on their intrinsic data value, and consequently enables knowledge transfer from different datasets to the machine learning model to valuation the value of training datasets the latter.

The reliable and efficient operation of distributed machine learning relies on the cooperation of edging nodes, which are the organizations or individuals with different optimization goals. There exist conflicts between individual goals and the overall system objectives. The rational and selfish behaviors of edging nodes would lead the system to an anarchic state and degrade system performance. Therefore, we need to design efficient mechanisms to incentives the cooperation among edging nodes guaranteeing that distributed machine learning runs in an efficient and ordered way. However, designing an appropriate incentive mechanism for machine learning is a complex and challenging task. Intuitively, data is essential in many AI application scenario, and this data may be available with strategic players who need not reveal it truthful to the (AI) system designer unless there are offered proper incentives.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this survey, we present an overview of the progress of data pricing in data transactions. In particular, we introduce the research progress of the game theory and mechanism design in distributed machine learning in detail, analyze the challenges faced, and look forward to future research directions.
Federated learning, as a type of distributed machine learning, has promising future development, but the challenges it faces are also huge, and these challenges are exactly the direction of a large number of researchers in federated learning.
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